
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Mackinnon, Steven - Personnel <Steven.MacKinnon >
Sent: March 27, 2020 3:40 PM
To: Fragiskatos, Peter - Personal
Cc: Parmar, Dovejot (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: Re: N95 masks - interest?

Dove (cc'ed ) is going to reach out Peter.

Steven MacKinnon, deput&M.P.

From: Fragiskatos, Peter - Personal <Peter.Fragiskatos ' >
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 3:25 PM
To: Mackinnon, Steven - Personnel
Subject: Re: N95 masks - interest?

Hi Steve. I've told him to register but is it possible to get specs for key items like the N-95, ventilators and
gloves for example? I know you're busy my friend but just want get this guy and answer: he could be able to
secure mass orders but it makes no sense for him to ask his contacts unless the specs they have match with what
our govt wants. If you can provide any information, or direct me to a particular contact, I'd appreciate it.

Best,

Peter

From: Mackinnon, Steven - Personnel <Steven.MacKinnon.
Date: March 26, 2020 at 5:28:53 PM EDT _
To: Fragiskatos, Peter - Personal <Peter.Fragiskatos.
Subject: Re: N95 masks - interest?

He should absolutely register on the website but I have also forwarded this information to the department.
Thanks Peter.

Steven MacKinnon, deput&M.P.

From: Fragiskatos, Peter - Personal <Peter.Fragiskato ' >
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 4:49:38 PM
To: Mackinnon, Steven - Personnel <Steven.MacKinnon' >
Subject: N95 masks - interest?

Hi Steve,
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I was sent information today from a constituent who claims he can secure access of between 250,000-500,000
N-95 masks manufactured in China for export to Canada. I know he could register his email through the
website that's been created recently and I can direct him that way. Still, because of the high
order number potential, I thought I'd send it to ~ I have no idea about the quality of this particular
product but information is attached and it includes what appear to be certifications. General information is
below.

Basic information:

Mask Specs: see the attached. That information includes the FDA registration number so Purchasing can access more data if
required. The masks are produced and will be shipped from China.

Price: including air freight: $3.90 CDN per plus tax. Note: the inclusion of the air freight cost is the difference versus the product-
only price I quoted you on the phone of $3.50 plus tax.

Timing for delivery to London: 10 days from receipt of order.

Minimum quantity: 250,000 masks.

Maximum quantity: 500,000 masks.

Deposit on order: 50% via P.O.

Final payment upon delivery: net 15 days

Orders are non refundable and non cancelable
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